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Cemeteries mirror darkest corners of local history
Troves of unmarked graves
reflect Chapel Hill’s role in
erasing enslaved people.
By Hannah McClellan
Senior Writer

DTH/ANGELICA EDWARDS
The Barbee Family Cemetery pictured on Jan. 24, 2020. Nearly 100 enslaved people are buried in unmarked graves.

Taylor Koenen is writing
her own legacy
The senior guard is making
an impact in her last season
in Chapel Hill.
By Brian Keyes
Assistant Sports Editor

her new coach Courtney Banghart,
a woman who has also only just
met Koenen in the grand scheme of
things, but who has already bonded
with the most experienced Tar Heel
on the team, making her team
captain and taking her under
her wing.
Banghart continues:
“You don’t have to be
the loudest, you don’t
have to be the quietest,
you don’t have to be
the best, you don’t

What will the legacy of Taylor
Koenen be?
It’s not something that can be
properly captured in a thousand
or so words. Not something that
can be broken down into a threeminute highlight video showing off
her step-back jumper and the ball SEE KOENEN, PAGE 6
she sends forth that barely seems
to rotate into the air before it hits
nothing but the net.
It’s certainly not the many timely
cuts, passes or rebounds she has
made over 115 career games and
3,739 minutes (and counting) played
for the North Carolina women’s
basketball team, none of which were
flashy, all of which were vital to her
team’s success.
What will the legacy of Taylor
Koenen be?
“Someone you can always rely on,”
says her best friend, housemate and
teammate Liz Roberts, who knows
Koenen better than many ever will.
“Someone who doesn’t give up,
who strives for greatness,” says
her “buddy” Malu Tshitenge, the
youngest player in UNC’s starting
lineup and someone who has only
just begun to know Koenen.
“The power of consistency,” says DTH/MORGAN PIROZZI

Approximately three miles from
UNC’s campus, nearly 100 enslaved
people are buried in largely unmarked
graves at a historic family cemetery.
The Christopher and William
Barbee Family Cemetery is one
part of a 27-acre tract known as the
Meadowmont estate. The property
was gifted to UNC in 1988.
Located only a short walk from the
Rizzo Center, a 183-room boutique
hotel owned by the UNC KenanFlagler Business School, the exact
details of the cemetery’s ownership
and maintenance were unclear to the
University when The Daily Tar Heel
began investigating the property.
During the 19th century, the
land was part of the Barbee family
plantation. Christopher Barbee, the
cemetery’s namesake, was a wealthy
slave-owner and the University’s
largest original land donor. His son,

Black Pioneers and other
alumni plan to submit a brief
against the SCV settlement.
Staff Writer

Check out the full
story of Taylor
Koenen and more
sports coverage at
dailytarheel.com.

DTH GRAPHIC/JEFFREY SHUTTER

The same alumni who marched
on Franklin Street during the Civil
Rights Movement — the UNC Black
Pioneers — are now partnering with
a new generation of current students
in pursuit of the same goal.
“We believe we should be able
to have pride in our University just
as anyone can have pride in their
alma mater,” 1967 graduate Walter
Jackson said.
A group of UNC graduates plans
to submit an amicus brief to the
Orange County court system by
Wednesday in support of the civil
rights group attempting to reverse
the Silent Sam settlement.
The brief— a formal letter
advocating for the civil rights group
— will be filed in anticipation of the
appeal hearing on Feb 12. Judge
Allen Baddour ruled in December
that the civil rights group’s motion
lacked standing but agreed to hold
an appeal hearing.
The signatories, members of the
UNC Black Pioneers and a wider group
of alumni, aim to express their support
for the student and faculty partnered
with the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law.
Mel Watt, former director of The
Federal Housing Finance Agency
under President Obama and a

Things change, rearrange and so do I.
J. COLE

SEE CEMETERIES, PAGE 7

Alumni lend voices to
Silent Sam settlement
By Allie Kelly

DTH ONLINE:

William, died in 1857 and served as a
steward and superintendent of UNC
buildings and grounds.
There are 120 graves in the
cemetery, according to a report
published by the Research
Laboratories of Anthropology at UNC
in 1996. Only about 20 are marked.
UNC Media Relations Manager
Kate Luck said UNC has an “access
and maintenance agreement” with
the family for the property, but told
the DTH in an email that “there
was a lot of confusion” around the
specifics of the agreement. However,
Luck said the cemetery is located
on UNC’s endowment property and
maintained by UNC’s grounds staff.
“Most references to the cemetery
indicate that it is on private land
and that those who wish to visit
should contact the Rizzo Center,”
she said. “I doubt anyone will be
able to speak to this as nobody was
familiar with the property until we
did some digging for records.”
The two most clearly-maintained
grave markers belong to William
Barbee and his wife, Gaskey.

1967 UNC graduate, said he hopes
that having support from over 70
distinguished alumni will help to
give weight to the interveners’ case.
Watt said he is involved in the
case both as a UNC graduate and as
a UNC Black Pioneer. The Pioneers
captures the group of Black students
who graduated during the first 20
years of integration at UNC.
Otto White, class of 1965,
said he was active in civil rights
demonstrations while at UNC.
“So many of the issues I was
dealing with in the 1960s are still
issues that exist in 2020,” he said.
Watt said the Sons of Confederate
Veterans have misrepresented the
history of the statue. He said he sees
no standing for the SCV’s case.
He said the court can’t base
the approval of this settlement
agreement on false statements.
If the decision cannot be reversed,
White said, UNC must provide
equal or greater funding toward
scholarships for students of color.
“Oftentimes, issues like this are
forgotten and fall under the rug,”
White said. “But $2.5 million would
go a long way in dispelling hate.”
White said he thinks alumni
need to play a role in projecting the
University as an institution for all
people. The monument itself is not
the problem, he said, but represents
larger issues of racism and exclusion.
“It’s only a monument,” he said.
“There should be more actions to
right history.”
university@dailytarheel.com
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Chapel Hill Transit considers route changes
By Taylor Heeden
Staff Writer

Chapel Hill Transit has started
to hold listening sessions to discuss
proposed changes to its services,
the goal being to implement them
by August.
This plan is a result of feedback
from Chapel Hill and Carrboro
residents and UNC faculty and
students. The goal of the plan is to
create a guide for the service CHT
will provide over the next five years.
Brian Litchfield, director of
Chapel Hill Transit, said CHT
reviews its system annually with its
funding partners the Town of Chapel
Hill, the Town of Carrboro and UNC.
“We make changes to the system
following those reviews based on
ridership and changes that happen
in town,” Litchfield said.
Litchfield said they have heard
requests from the community for
certain changes in transportation
services, including more weekend
services and an increased frequency
of stops in certain areas.
“In order to look at some of these,
we need to take an overall look at
our system and see how things are
working,” he said.
The development of the Short
Range Transit Plan began in
September 2017. The six goals of the
plan are to improve transit mode
shift, increase ridership, create

LISTENING SESSIONS
Time: 9 a.m. Thursday and Friday
Location: UNC Hospitals Conference
Room (Thursday) and Seymour
Center (Friday)
Info: https://www.townofchapelhill.
org/town-hall/departmentsservices/transit

high-frequency transit corridors,
emphasize equity, improve weekend
service and enhance the convenience
of living without a private vehicle.
Michael Parker, a member of the
Chapel Hill Town Council, said this
is the third round of community
input sessions about changes to
Chapel Hill’s transportation systems.
“We had many public sessions
where we asked folks what changes
they would like to see,” Parker said.
Parker said the changes made to
the transit system have to be within
a fixed budget the Town Council sets.
He said the number one priority
of the changes is to be as efficient
as possible and to serve as many
residents as possible.
According to the Short Range
Transit Plan, the ne xt s teps
for implementation are to get
feedback on these changes from the
community, get the plan officially
approved by the Town Council and
develop new schedules and materials.
“I think we want to make sure we
got it right,” Parker said. “We want
to make sure that we haven’t missed

DTH FILE/MAYA CARTER
The A bus stops at the South Road bus stop across from the Carolina Student
Union. The stop services multitudes of students and Triangle residents everyday.

something, that we haven’t made a
mistake or anything.”
A concern arising from these
potential changes to the transit
system is how these changes are going
to affect low-income residents in
Chapel Hill. Hongbin Gu, a member
of the Council, said protecting lowincome residents’ ability to use public
transportation is important.
“Ensuring our decision-making
process will protect the most
vulnerable in our town, I think that
is a very important priority when we

come up with this plan,” Gu said.
Parker said the Town is trying
to provide the best service possible
for residents.
“This is about providing the best
service possible, maximizing the
use of our resources and perhaps
most importantly, doing things in
an equitable way,” Parker said. “We
need to be serving those folks who
are transit-dependent.”
@HeedenTaylor
city@dailytarheel.com
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CORRECTIONS
• CORRECTION: A photo caption on
the Jan. 27 article “UNC can sleep
well after snapping five-game losing
streak” misspelled Brandon Robinson’s
name and mischaracterized Robinson’s
actions in the photo. Robinson was
doing a layup.

• CORRECTION: A photo caption
on the Jan. 27 article “Robinson’s
performance
epitomizes
UNC
basketball” misspelled Brandon
Robinson’s name.
• CLARIFICATION: The quote at the
bottom of the Jan. 27 front page of

The Daily Tar Heel misattributed a
quote to UNC men’s basketball head
coach Roy Williams. The quote was
said by Roy Lee Williams, a former NFL
player who played for both the Dallas
Cowboys and Cincinnati Bengals.

Build the Future of

Found your dream nest yet?
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In N.C. State win, UNC sees improvement

DTH/MAYA CARTER
UNC celebrates after a made basket during the game against N.C. State in PNC Arena on Monday, Jan. 27, 2020.

By Chapel Fowler
Senior Writer

RALEIGH — At some point,
you’ve got to grab the roses.
UNC head coach Roy Williams
came to that realization after his Tar
Heels fell to Virginia Tech last week in
excruciating double-overtime fashion.
That loss — at the time, UNC’s

fifth in the row and sixth in the ACC
— was, at its core, just that: a loss.
But in experimenting with ways to
motivate his players, Williams said
he made a deliberate effort after that
game, and in the following days, to
glean something, anything, out of
a losing streak the likes of which
predated his UNC tenure.
A few improvements on

defense. Improved intensity. More
togetherness. He found bright spots.
He verbalized them. He grabbed the
proverbial roses and extended them
to this 2019 roster.
“We’re trying to give them some
confidence,” Williams said.
In performing his best “The
Bachelor” impersonation, he’s
inspired just that. After grinding out

a 75-65 win at N.C. State on Monday
night, the Tar Heels have won
consecutive games for the first time
since late December and reached the
.500 mark at 10-10.
And North Carolina’s players,
mulling around the upbeat visitor’s
locker room at PNC Arena, said it’s
more than just the results.
The team’s five “characterbuilding” losses, as Leaky Black
called them, plus these two wins —
against Miami on Saturday, and now
the Wolfpack — have culminated
in a new sense of togetherness. Of
refreshment, of confidence.
Here’s first-year Armando Bacot,
on the win: “We’re more battletested than them. They’re a great
team, but I just feel like I knew we
were going to win.”
And junior Garrison Brooks, on
his team-high 25 points: “I’m just
having fun.”
And junior Andrew Platek, on
some Wolfpack fans he said crossed
a line with pregame comments: “It
was awesome to shut them up.”
The 10-point win wasn’t flawless
— Williams and co. all volunteered
that. But, in many of the same
situations the Tar Heels have
faltered in this season, they found
success against the Wolfpack.
Take, for example, N.C. State’s
various runs throughout the game.
Late in the first half, the Wolfpack
scored six straight to take a 31-30
lead at the under-four media timeout.
North Carolina’s response? Nine
points in the final 1:30 of the half

MEN’S BASKETBALL

NORTH CAROLINA
N.C. STATE

75
65

— including a Bacot layup and a
Brooks putback off his teammate’s
missed free throw in the final five
seconds — to take a 39-35 lead.
When N.C. State clawed back
to within 53-50, UNC’s two grad
transfers, guard Christian Keeling
and forward Justin Pierce, combined
for seven quick points. When the
Wolfpack got it to 65-61, Platek and
Bacot promptly scored six straight to
get the lead back to 10. And when
UNC needed close out the game
with free throws, a hobbled Brandon
Robinson made four of them.
“It’s the perfect time for everybody
to be playing good,” Bacot said.
That theme of starting to peak
at the right time — if one can peak
midway through conference play,
that is — was evident among players.
Brooks, for one, said teammates are
“really picking up the pace of how
they’re playing.”
“I think they’re understanding a
little about how intense you have to
be to play in this league at this level,”
Williams said.
On Monday night, that improvement looked tangible for a team
whose NCAA Tournament chances
could sorely use it.
@chapelfowler
sports@dailytarheel.com

Keeling and Pierce getting more comfortable
A crucial run from UNC’s
graduate transfers led to the
win against N.C. State.
By Matt Chilson
Assistant Sports Editor

RALEIGH — UNC’s Christian
Keeling and Justin Pierce have
admitted they haven’t been at their
best throughout the season, their
only one in Chapel Hill.
But over three quarters of the
way through the game against N.C.
State, the North Carolina basketball
team’s graduate transfers made
a small, but crucial run in the Tar
Heels’ 75-65 win.
Keeling hit his first jumper of
the game with 8:64 remaining.
Then, he hit a second on UNC’s next
possession. Immediately following
that, Pierce hit his only shot of the
night, swishing a 3-pointer from
the corner.
While Keeling and Pierce have
struggled for the Tar Heels this

season, the seven straight points
that North Carolina’s graduate
transfers scored over just 1:19 of
game time gave UNC a lead it would
never relinquish.
“Coach just said ‘Be aggressive,
if you’re gonna shoot the shot, then
have the balls to make it,’” Keeling
said. “They were open shots, they
were good, quality shots.”
Pierce wasn’t available for postgame interviews, but junior forward
Garrison Brooks offered up what
the Tar Heels were thinking after
the run.
“Keep the foot on the gas, keep
being aggressive,” Brooks said. “We
can’t afford to let up right now.”
N.C. State would cut the deficit
to as little as four, but the graduate
transfers’ run gave them enough
cushion to prevent giving up the
lead. It’s just a small portion of what
Keeling and Pierce have done for
UNC of late.
“We struggled for the majority of
the season, but we know that these
last games we need to contribute

more so we can help us win on the
defensive end and on the offensive
end,” Keeling said.
They’ve done just that in UNC’s
last three games.Pierce scored 15
points against Virginia Tech on Jan.
22, his highest total since he scored
18 against UNCW in November.
Then, the duo scored nine points
each against Miami en route to a
blowout victory for UNC.
“I think it’s great,” Brooks said.
“We need those guys to come in
and play well and I think they’re
playing up to their capabilities now.
I think they’re more comfortable and
playing more confident.”
If Keeling and Pierce continue
to get more comfortable in a North
Carolina jersey, the Tar Heels
might be able to salvage what has
seemed at times like a lost season.
Their presence will need to be felt
throughout the remainder of the year
if UNC wants to make a run at an
NCAA Tournament bid.
In the meantime, it’s all about
having the right mindset for Keeling

DTH/MAYA CARTER
Graduate guard Christian Keeling (55) runs the ball down the court during
the game against N.C. State in the PNC Arena on Monday, Jan. 27, 2020.

and Pierce.
“We just came to the conclusion
that we just need to have fun
and be ourselves,” Keeling said.
“I think that’s what we’re doing

these last couple of games, and it
has shown.”
@matt_chilson
sports@dailytarheel.com

Analysis: UNC’s roadmap to NCAA Tournament
By Ryan Wilcox
Sports Editor

After two straight wins, the most
optimistic of North Carolina fans
have allowed themselves to start
thinking: what would it take?
During UNC men’s basketball’s
recent five-game skid, it seemed like
the team’s only hope at an NCAA
Tournament bid would be a miracle
run in the ACC Tournament, bolstered
by the theoretical return of first-year
guard Cole Anthony. But impressive
wins over Miami and N.C. State have
the Tar Heels back on a winning track,
and with the team at 10-10 on the
year with a 3-6 mark in conference,
an at-large March Madness bid still
wouldn’t be totally out of the question
if the turnaround sticks.
It won’t be easy. Neither CBS nor
ESPN’s most recent bracketology
analyses have UNC in the 68-team
field, nor in the “first four out”
categor y. But with the recent

stellar play of Garrison Brooks and
Brandon Robinson, and if Anthony’s
return comes sooner rather than
later, an exceptional showing to
finish the season seems possible,
though improbable.
Currently, the Tar Heels are
ranked 70th in the country in BPI
according to ESPN. Their best win
came against Oregon, currently No.
11 in the country, but losses to the
likes of Wofford, Georgia Tech and
Pitt (twice) serve as stains on the
team’s resume.
With 11 ACC regular season
matchups still to play, and the 29th
most-difficult remaining schedule, per
Team Rankings, it’s not only a matter
of how many games the Tar Heels
can win, but who they can beat. Two
matchups with Duke still await, as
do road games against heavyweights
Florida State and Louisville; one
figures UNC will have to win at least
two, maybe three of those games to
vault into the bubble conversation.

The biggest question mark, as
it’s been for much of this season, is
health. Robinson injured his ribs
against the Wolfpack (though X-rays
for bruised ribs came back negative),
while the four-to-six week window
for Anthony’s return from meniscus
surgery has come and gone. Consider
the fatigue factor, too: Brooks, who
at times has been the Tar Heels’ only
offensive threat, has logged at least 35
minutes in eight of the last nine games,
including a monster 48 minutes in a
double overtime loss to Virginia Tech.
For an at-large bid to become
reality, UNC will need that core three
to be not only healthy and fresh, but
dominant down the stretch.
Who else could step up? First-year
center Armando Bacot has looked
more like his early-season self lately,
while graduate transfers Christian
Keeling and Justin Pierce came up big
in a crucial late stretch against N.C.
State. In all likelihood, any potential
UNC hot stretch will be the result of

DTH/MAYA CARTER
First-year center Armando Bacot (5) shoots the ball during the game against
N.C. State in PNC Arena on Monday, Jan. 27, 2020. UNC beat N.C. State 75-65.

a collective effort; if Robinson cools
off from deep, or Brooks’ big minutes
start to pile up, someone will have to
be there to pick up the slack.
Then, and only then, can fans

start to think about about a lastditch NCAA Tournament run.
@ryantwilcox
sports@dailytarheel.com
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
TAR HEELS (SILENT SAM)
RAMS
Mission:
(Approved by the UNC Board of Governors, Nov. 2009 and Feb. 2014)

Improve the quality of life for people in this society
and help solve the biggest problems on the planet.

Tar Heels?
Tar Heels is a nickname that originated
during the Civil War. It was used to
describe Confederate soldiers from
North Carolina who fought in armed
rebellion against the values and ideals
of the United States of America and
stood their ground, as if they had tar
on their heels.

Ram Mascot?
Rameses, the ram mascot for Carolina
athletic teams, was inspired by the
nickname given to Jack “the battering
ram” Merritt, a star fullback on UNC’s
football team in the 1920s.

UNC Walk for Health

set to host Voter Registration March
UNC Walk for Health, a health advocacy organization, is launching a voter registration
drive aimed at UNC students.
Chapel Hill – UNC Walk for Health will sponsor and organize a voter registration campaign
on the campus of the University of North Carolina beginning Feb. 2020 to encourage
UNC students to play an active role in the political and economic decisions that affect
their lives.
“UNC Walk for Health contends that upon Spring, 2020 commencement and every
commencement thereafter, UNC students must be given a degree in one hand,
symbolizing knowledge and academic achievement and a voter registration card in the
other, symbolizing political power and civic responsibility,” comments William Thorpe,
Director of UNC Walk for Health.

uncwalkforhealth.com
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Work art back into your schedule through ArtHeels

DTH/ALEXANDER COFFEY
UNC junior Shalini Sharma, a member of the student-led organization ArtHeels, photographed on Monday, Jan. 27.

By Elise Mahon
Staff Writer

One year ago, Shalini Sharma said
she never would have considered
working in pediatric dentistry. Now,
after volunteering with ArtHeels,
Sharma said she’s discovered the
positive impact she can have on a
child’s life.
Sharma, a junior at UNC, said
she realized she wanted to work
with children after seeing one child’s
excitement when she drew their
favorite manga character for them.
“That took two seconds for me to
make, but this kid is probably going
to hang it up somewhere,” she said.
“That made me realize how innocent

the kids are and how much of a role
I play in their growth. As a dentist
in the future, I want that kind of
relationship with my patients.”
ArtHeels is an organization that
allows UNC undergraduates to
incorporate their love for art into
their busy schedules and share
it with children in the program
Communiversity and hospitalized
children through UNC hospital’s
Pediatric Inpatient Playroom.
Sharma said she first discovered
the ArtHeels at FallFest during
her first year at UNC. Though she
signed up for the listserv, it wasn’t
until spring of her sophomore year
that she went to meetings and began
volunteering on a regular basis.

“I was analyzing my role on
campus and deciding where I wanted
to spend my time,” she said. “Last
year is when I found my passion for
painting. So I decided I wanted to
focus more on art, my artistic side
and how that relates to health.”
Since then, Sharma has taken
on a group leader position where
she organizes and guides volunteers
through crafts in both general body
meetings and with the children they
work with.
“The meetings weren’t what I
expected,” she said. “We do really
fun crafts and I felt like a kid. It’s
really helped me realize that college
isn’t just about school, there’s other
aspects to it and that we should take

time for ourselves.”
Sharma said in addition to
stepping into a leadership role, she
loves to bring her friends along
with her to meetings and get them
involved with the organization. She
also looks forward to potentially
stepping into a higher leadership
position on the organization’s
executive board.
Thanks to the efforts of the
executive board over the last
year, Sharma said ArtHeels has
expanded its volunteer numbers and
community partnerships.
Volunteers don’ t just get to
provide the benefits of art therapy
to children in the community, said
ArtHeels President Lizzie Satkowiak,
they also get to participate in art
therapy themselves.
Satkowiak said after she and the
other members on the executive
board decide the general theme of the
crafts, they go to group leaders and
collaborate to generate craft ideas.
This semester Sharma and her
fellow group leaders will be helping
children in the Communiversity
after-school programs make climate
change themed crafts.
“We’ll be doing this big project
on different biomes and each lesson
is going to incorporate how we can
better protect parts of the ecosystem
in our daily lives, as well as fun facts,”
Satkowiak said.
The biomes made from individual
craft sessions with the children in
Communiversity will be combined
in a final display at their church as
a culmination of their artistic and
educational exploration.
The children in Pediatric Playroom
are usually in the hospital for longterm stays, so Satkowiak said ArtHeels

offers them an emotional and mental
break away from their illness.
In both Communiversity and
Pediatric Playroom, ArtHeels’ goal
is to provide children with the
opportunity to engage with art as a
form of therapy. While the volunteers
are not licensed psychological
therapists, Satkowiak said that
taking the time to ask how their day
is going during a craft can be helpful.
“It’s a really great experience to see
how excited kids can be over some
of the projects,” said ArtHeels Vice
President Lauren Hobgood. “No
matter how small, it definitely makes
an impact and we’re able to make the
kids’ days a little bit brighter, as cheesy
as that sounds.”
Another aspect of ArtHeels that
Sharma, Satkowiak and Hobgood
all highlighted is its low-stress, lowcommitment orientation.
“I want volunteers to be involved
when they can be,” Satkowiak said.
“When they come out to these events
but they’re stressed about 19 exams
they have next week, they can’t really
help facilitate their crafts. I’d much
rather them take that break and
then come back when they’re feeling
better and are able to be more open
and relaxed.”
ArtHeels’ first general body meeting
of the semester is Feb. 6 at 7 p.m. in
room 1373 of the Genome Science
Building. Volunteers with all levels of
art experience are welcome to attend
and get involved.
“ You grow as a person as a
student and can focus on your
mental health, which is not
something you’ ll find in a lot of
other clubs,” Sharma said.
arts@dailytarheel.com

A case of the mumps is confirmed on campus
By Addison Skigen
Senior Writer

A case of the mumps, a rare viral
disease that spreads person-toperson by droplets, was confirmed
on campus last week.
“Folks are usually infectious from
a few days before to five days after the
onset of jaw swelling, and any person
that is suspected of having mumps
while waiting for a confirmation
diagnosis is typically isolated for that
period of five days,” said Michelle
Camarena, director of nursing
and performance improvement at
Campus Health.
An Alert Carolina message
reported the dates the student is
suspected to have been infectious
range from Jan. 11 to 18.
Individuals who may have come
into contact with the student have
been notified directly.
“I was kind of taken aback at first,”
Alapika Jatkar, a junior majoring in

neuroscience and chemistry, said. “I
got the Alert Carolina like everyone
else, but I also got a separate email
that basically said, ‘You’ve been
identified as a student who may have
come in contact with this person and
the likelihood of contracting this
disease is super low, but if you feel
any of the following symptoms, go to
the doctor.’”
Symptoms of concern include fever,
muscle aches, unusual tiredness, loss
of appetite and headaches.
“Symptoms are typically like other
respiratory viruses,” Camarena said.
“But the classic sign is swelling of the
parotid gland.”
According to Dr. Thevy Chai,
director of medical services at
Campus Health, mumps is a viral
illness from which most people
typically recover. Chai said the
University requires two doses of
the MMR (measles, mumps and
rubella) vaccine.
“The rest of the world doesn’t

have as many strict guidelines —
other states or other colleges and
universities — so there will be
individuals who may not have had
the two doses, or just had one, and
they will be more susceptible to
getting this illness,” Chai said.
Chai said the infected student may
have been exposed to somebody who
had the disease somewhere else.
“Outbreak situations tend
to occur more in unvaccinated
populations and then spread,”
Camerana said. “Cases of 300 to
400 people getting the mumps are
typically started in communities of
unvaccinated individuals.”
Efficacy of the vaccine is about 88
to 90 percent, Chai said.
“There’s this concept of what was
previously called herd immunity, but
now it’s referred to as community
immunity,” Chai said. “So the more
people — like at UNC — the more
people in a population that have
been vaccinated, the more it’s going

DTH/ZAYRHA RODRIGUEZ
An Alert Carolina message sent on Wednesday, Jan. 22, 2020, announced
that a UNC-Chapel Hill student has a confirmed case of the mumps.

to shield and help protect the rest of
the community from a spread or an
outbreak of the illness.”
As such, Camerana and Chai,
co-chairpersons of the Infection
Control Committee, encourage

people to be aware of their
vaccination status, especially during
this time of the year.
@askigenreports
university@dailytarheel.com

Orange County puts 80 dogs up for adoption
By Meredith Radford
Staff Writer

DTH FILE/MAYA CARTER
Puppies play in their pen at the Orange County Animal Services building on
Jan. 14, 2020. OCAS recently took in about 60 dogs and created a GoFundMe.

Nine of nearly 80 dogs who
were rescued from neglect last year
were put up for adoption at Orange
County Animal Services on Saturday.
57 dogs and puppies were rescued
in October from the home of two
people charged with animal cruelty.
A few of the dogs have since had
litters, bringing the number up to
around 80 dogs and puppies.
Tenille Fox, the communications
specialist for OCAS, said the
animals couldn’t immediately be
put up for adoption because of the
need for veterinarian evaluations to
determine their ability to be adopted.
A special adoption process has
been set up for the rescued dogs. A
new group of the rescued dogs will
become available for adoption every

Saturday at 5 p.m. Those interested
in adopting one of the available dogs
must submit an application between
that Saturday and the following
Thursday at 8 a.m.
Those applications are entered
into a drawing for each dog, and
the winner of that drawing will be
announced later that day.
Fox said OCAS has gotten
hundreds of inquiries regarding the
dogs since they were rescued.
The available dogs can be viewed
on the listings page of their website.
Because of the high number of
inquiries about these dogs, they are
not available for one-on-one meetings.
Fox said if those chosen as a
potential adopter, OCAS will ask you
to come in to meet with management
and discuss the possible health
concerns of the animal, as well as if
you and the dog are a good fit.

DTH ONLINE:

Please visit
www.dailytarheel.com to see more
pictures of the dogs up for adoption.

Anyone over the age of 18 who
submits an application will have an
equal chance in the drawing of being
chosen as a potential adopter.
“We wanted to make sure this was
as fair as it could be,” Fox said.
The shelter opens for the public
to visit animals at noon and
closes between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m.
depending on the day of the week.
More information about the dogs
can be found on the OCAS website.
“We are excited to find all of these
guys new homes, and we wish we’d
been able to do it even sooner. But,
here we are, we’re doing it,” Fox said.
@mereditharadfor
city@dailytarheel.com
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Poetry project encourages students to express themselves
By Sarah Campbell
Staff Writer

Now until Feb. 27, poems written
by students and faculty will decorate
campus, from the N.C. Memorial
Hospital to the lobby of the Joan H.
Gillings Center for Dramatic Arts.
UNC students and community
members are encouraged to submit
poems as part of a publicity campaign
for the upcoming show at Kenan
Theater Company, “Indeed, friend!”
The campaign was inspired by the
setting of the production: a college
literary magazine where the main
characters work. At this magazine,
most of the submissions were poems
written by themselves and other
students, said Hannah Whittington,
one of the publicity directors.
“The basis of a lot of the show is
them reading and critiquing poems
from students on campus, and so we
thought it would be cool to make that

come to life a little bit,” Whittington
said. “It’s kind of like introducing the
audience to the show before they can
even see it.”
Publicity Director Olivia Herrera
said another theme within the show
is finding your own voice and not
discriminating between what is art
and what is not, which she also hoped
to capture through the poetry project.
“At the root of the show there is
this idea of finding your voice and
putting that voice into publications
so that it can be shared with others,”
Herrera said.
T he campaign is accepting
many different types of poetry in
an attempt to not limit the voice of
community members, Herrera said.
“People have been submitting
poems that range from two
sentences to a full page, like a full
word document — and everything
in terms of themes,” Herrera said.
“People have really been taking

this opportunity to tell their stories
and the stories that they think are
important in this moment.”
The diversity of the poetr y
submissions is not only seen on
UNC’s campus, but also in the play,
illustrating the broad nature of
poetry itself, said Emily Morgan,
who plays Apple in the show.
“Every character has a different
writing style, and they also have a
different perspective and different
experience throughout the play,”
Morgan said.” I think in that way of
bringing it back to us and sharing the
poems of the UNC community, poetry
allows us to express our experience in
PHOTO COURTESY OF HANNAH WHITTINGTON
more than just a literal sense.”
Although many of the characters The poem above was written by UNC student Ellie Baker. Poems written by
in the play are dedicated poets, this other students and faculty will decorate locations across UNC’s campus.
campaign also shows that poetry can
“I think it’s a nice reminder that a be sharing with people,” Klein said. ‘It
be a fun and easy way to communicate
feelings or thoughts that may be lot of us do write poems in our free takes a lot of guts to write something.”
hard to express, said Talya Klein, the time, and that people have a whole
inner life that they may or may not
arts@dailytarheel.com
director of “Indeed, friend!”

UNC remembers the Holocaust 75 years after Auschwitz’s liberation
By Rachel Crumpler
Staff Writer

About 200 students and
community members attended the
Carolina Center for Jewish Studies’
annual Holocaust Remembrance Day
event Monday on the 75th anniversary
of the liberation of Auschwitz.
The lecture, entitled “What
Might We Remember on Holocaust
Remembrance Day? A Historian’s
Reflections,” was delivered by David
Engel, a professor of Holocaust
studies at New York University.
Engel is also the author of six books
and dozens of articles on Jewish

KOENEN

FROM PAGE 1

have to be the best athlete, you don’t
have to be the best shooter. All you
have to be is consistent.”
Koenen has been nothing if not
consistent. She has appeared in every
single possible game since she first
stepped foot on campus back in 2016
and has averaged 32.5 minutes per
game for her career.
She has taken on a bigger role on
offense every year and has somehow
gotten more efficient each time,
averaging career highs from the floor
(44.9 percent) and from three (38.8
percent) despite taking more shots in
each category.
Under her watch, and the watch of
all the players and their new coach,
the Tar Heels are 14-6, their best
record through 20 games since 2014.
“It sounds like such a soft word,
it’s actually, I think, a really powerful
one,” Banghart says. “She’s just
remarkably consistent.”
Koenen has much to share with
her teammates, especially the
younger ones who are only just now

history and the Holocaust.
In 2005, the General Assembly
of the United Nations designated
Jan. 27 as International Holocaust
Remembrance Day. This annual day
of commemoration is intended to
honor the six million Jewish victims
of the Holocaust, along with millions
of other victims of the Nazi regime
and promote Holocaust education
throughout the world.
Engel began his lecture by
conceding that even after decades
of studying the Holocaust, the UN’s
mandate of remembrance on this day
leaves him confused because it is not
stated what should be remembered

or what lessons should be drawn.
Julia Moore, a first-year majoring
in biology who attended the event,
said remembering the Holocaust
is valuable, but that remembrance
should be grounded in facts.
Engel emphasized the value
of turning to historians’ work to
prevent future genocides.
“It seems to me that although
history and memory are sometimes
figured as opposing ways of knowing,
the work of historians and other
scholars who concern themselves
with the past can indeed guide the
work of commemoration,” Engel said.
Engel said the mass murder

of millions of Jews was not an
inevitable outcome, but rather
caused by a “perfect storm” of
historical developments.
He identified five key necessary
historical developments that led to
the Holocaust: economic scarcity,
entitlement to resources, lack of
another place to go, Adolf Hitler’s
specific worldview and World War I.
Engel stressed that these conditions
occurred simultaneously and were
connected in ways that allowed them
to reinforce one another.
“Hate by itself is hardly sufficient
to create Auschwitz,” Engel said.
Engel ended his lecture by

encouraging more reflection, study
and research on the Holocaust, but
he said what historians have already
learned can help shape a broader
research and public policy agenda.
A Q&A followed Engel’s lecture.
Caroline Frisch, a first-year
majoring in neuroscience who
attended the event, said the content
of the lecture was meaningful.
“He kind of took a different
perspective than you often see, so I
think having different people’s views
on the events and how it manifested
is really important,” Frisch said.

being forged by the fire that is playing
in the ACC. She knows there will be
tough days, because she has lived
them herself. She likes being the one
looked to, the person that someone
can go to to talk about anything.
“I like having the feeling of being
counted on, feeling accountable,”
Koenen said.

announced as the new coach at the
end of April.
For Koenen, the choice to weather
the storm was a simple one. If she
transferred, she would have been the
same situation, with a new coach,
new teammates, a new system and
mission to buy into.
She was already in the UNC
Kenan-Flagler Business School and
she wasn’t about to give that up.
Plus, she had been reassured by her
former AAU coach that Banghart ran
the type of program she wanted to
be a part of.
It is clear now, as it was back
in April, that this player and this
coach fit together. Banghart, the
diligent overseer, and Koenen, the
consummate performer. Neither is
one to speak much about their own
achievements, both preferring to
focus on the collective.
“They talk about what’s best for
the team, they both always put the
team first and that comes across
every day,” Roberts says.
On the court, Koenen’s versatility
has kept her on the court more than
any other player this year. She moves

seamlessly from position to position,
changing roles from moment to
moment, all while doing what she
has always done.
Run the floor, fill the lane, get the
pass, make the shot. Turn, point to
the passer, run back.

group more than themselves. She’s
someone who has shown she cares
about the group more than herself.”
Koenen knows it’s her job to
always be there for everyone else
too — for her team and the coaches. To be the voice between the
two as captain, setting the tone
for the team but also picking them
up when they need it. To send that
short text when someone had a bad
workout. To give that young player
a word of advice about what to do
when they’re in a slump. Whatever
she’s doing, it’s worked.
Captaining the team that turned
the program around will always be
part of Koenen’s career. So will be
the fact that she is just one of five
players in school history to amass
1,000 points, 700 rebounds and
300 assists.
But what will the legacy of Taylor
Koenen be? In her own words:
“When I do graduate and I do
come back, I want the whole team
to run up excited to see me.”

Rock in a storm
It helps to have a rock on the team
when a storm comes through. It gives
you something to hold on to. For
North Carolina, that storm was the
sudden departure of Hall of Fame
coach Sylvia Hatchell, who resigned
last spring amid an investigation into
whether she used racist language
with the team and pressured players
to play injured.
On April 19, the legendary coach
who the players thought they’d
all be playing for this season was
gone. Soon, three veterans players
transferred out of the program. For
about two weeks, the program was
up in the air, until Banghart, hired
away from Princeton University, was

‘You need people that care
about the group’
There is pizza, a movie — or
maybe a basketball game — on
TV, and there are Tar Heels. It’s
here where Taylor Koenen’s legacy
will really be made: in her and
Roberts’ apartment, surrounded
by teammates.
They were here in the spring,
when the team kept itself together
despite losing its coach, and they
were here in the summer as everyone
adjusted to a new coach, new system
and new expectations.
“She really understands that to
be a team, you have to have people
who are willing to be teammates,”
Banghart said. “... To have a team
mentality that’s family oriented,
you need people that care about the

university@dailytarheel.com

@bg_keyes
sports@dailytarheel.com
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CEMETERIES
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Approximately 20 graves for assumed
family members are marked by field
stones or depressions.
A separate marker installed nearby,
which indicates that the cemetery
was active during the 18th and 19th
centuries, states that it contains
approximately 120 graves. However,
the plaque makes no mention of the
100 enslaved people buried there.
Rizzo Center General Manager
Brent Haste said there are plans to
install a new marker that properly
contextualizes the cemetery while
“not offending either side.” Haste
said the new plaque is a priority, but
said there is currently no timeline for
when the marker will be installed.
The 1996 UNC survey mapped a
total of 120 graves in the cemetery
and identified an additional two
dozen potential graves in the
southwest portion of the site.
“Given the relatively large number
of graves, some, if not most, probably

represent Barbee slaves,” the report
stated. “William Barbee was one of
the largest slave owners in the region.”
The report made several
recommendations: clearly marking
its boundaries, maintaining its
appearance and listing it with the
State Historic Preservation Office.
Haste confirmed that UNC
grounds staff maintains the cemetery
to remove any trash, leaves and tree
roots from burial spots. Following the
1996 report, William Barbee’s cracked
grave was glued back together.
While the report indicated the age
of each enslaved person assumed to
be buried, Haste said they have no
actual record of the people.
UNC history professor William
Sturkey was shocked when he
learned about the cemetery.
“With all the intense emotional
reaction over the fall of an abstract
monument to slave-owning soldiers,
you might think people might be up in
arms about actual bodies in the ground
that have gone unremembered,” he
said in reference to recent controversy
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regarding Silent Sam.
Sturkey said he has not seen
anything about further research or
preservation efforts related to the
cemetery being done, and doubts
that most faculty or administrators
at UNC know about the cemetery.
“That’s how these processes play
out. When things are inconvenient,
you just let a forest consume them
and move on,” he said.
While the Barbee Cemetery is
owned by the University, there are
three other historic cemeteries in
Chapel Hill: The Barbee-Hargraves
Cemetery, Old Chapel Hill Cemetery
and West Chapel Hill Cemetery.
All three cemeteries are
predominantly African-American,
but the Barbee-Hargraves Cemetery,
located near the Greenwood
subdivision, is the only one thought to
contain the graves of enslaved people.
Barbee-Hargraves was in use from
1790 to 1915. It is believed to contain
the burial sites of 40 to 50 enslaved
people and their free descendants.
The cemetery was given to the
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Town of Chapel Hill in 1958, and
by the late 1970s, it had fallen into
disrepair. On a page of the Town’s
website noting its preservation
efforts, it credits Chapel Hill resident
Margaret Robbins Davis for calling
for a marker honoring the enslaved
people to be placed in the cemetery.
Melissa Timo, historic cemetery
specialist for the North Carolina Office
of State Archeology, said that private
and public cemeteries are equally
protected under state law. However,
the process of enacting provisions in
the law varies among the two.
Timo works with the North
Carolina Cemetery Survey, a program
that tracks data on cemeteries and
serves as a resource to protect from the
threats such as urban development,
vandalism and neglect. In the law,
Timo said, neglect is defined as a
cemetery being “left untended or
uncared for through carelessness or
intention, and lacking a caretaker.”
In the case of historic cemeteries
that include enslaved people, Timo
said money typically puts the pressure

Direct
Support
Professional

WP SITE UPDATES ASSIST NEEDED Seeking experienced PT assistance
with WordPress website design/updates/fixes needed for a local
litmag. Experience w/Elementor Editor plugin a plus. Contact Kim at
kaw@vincentbrothersreview.org.

We are currently
recruiting for motivated
and enthusiastic
individuals to work
with residents with
development disabilities
of all ages!
A great opportunity for
psychology and social
work students! Various
shifts available including
PT and FT.

HANDYMAN/FIXALLSERVICES.COM Carpentry, plumbing, electrical,
painting, drywall, landscape maintenance, powerwashing, flooring,
roofing, msc. Licensed contractors, Insured, Since ‘87.

Travel and Vacation
CARIBBEAN SPRING BREAK $189 for 5 DAYS. All prices include: Round
trip luxury party cruise, accommodations on island at your choice of 7
resorts. Appalachia Travel. www.BahamaSun.com.

Announcements

Pay up to $11/hr.

FREE DENTAL TREATMENT AT UNC Dental screening at UNC SOD
Friday 1/17 1/24 1-3 PM. Small fillings & deep cleanings qualify for
free treatment. https://www.facebook.com/events/791532191281886/

For more information click
thru to http://jobs.rsi-nc.org.
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Crossword Puzzle

Private Party (Non-Profit) Commercial (For-Profit)
25 Words ....... $20.00/week 25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Extra words ..25¢/word/day Extra words ...25¢/word/day
EXTRAS: Box: $1/day • Bold: $3/day

Across
1 Like much desert terrain
5 Constructed
10 Modeling material
14 Latina toon explorer
15 Bay of Bengal nation
16 Ceviche flavoring
17 Exclusive place for tennis
19 Slavic John
20 Come next
21 Tizzy
22 Keyboard slips
25 Unpredictable leg joint
29 Cleaver nickname
30 Rapper __ Rida
31 Balls in coin-op machines, say
32 Throat condition
34 Ed who plays Santa in “Elf”
36 Con’s opposite
37 Skeet enthusiast

40 Salary
42 Game console button
43 Mary, Queen of __
46 Air quality watchdog: Abbr.
47 Poem of praise
48 “The thing is ... “
49 Big Apple power company
53 Big and strong
54 Roman who wrote “The History
of Rome”
55 Puzzle-solving asset
57 Unconscious state
58 Gridiron infraction, and a hint to
17-, 25-, 37- and 49-Across
63 Quaint oath
64 Otherworldly
65 Rooms to Go rival
66 Singer Lovett
67 One with piece offerings?
68 Sleep in a tent

special.projects@dailytarheel.

Line Ads: 11a.m., the day prior to publication
Display Classified Ads: 3p.m., two days
prior to publication

DTH office is open Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:00pm

For Rent
HOUSE FOR RENT 802 N Greensboro St. 3 bedroom 2.5 bath house on bus line in Carrboro. Fully
equipped kitchen, covered front porch, parking, $1600/monthly. 919-933-7252 or 919-942-4027.
A nice 2-bedroom, 1-bath house for rent. Walk to campus, on bus route. Kitchen appliances, W/D.
Available immediately. Call 919-967-1637 text 919-593-0184 and leave message.

HOROSCOPES

If January 27th
is Your Birthday...

Friends bring valuable gifts this year. Generate visions and plans to
develop, build and grow. A new dream calls to you this winter, before
health or work barriers take priority. Community efforts shift direction
next summer, leading to renewed physical energy. Together, you’re
invincible.
(c) 2019 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC. Linda Black Horoscopes

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 9 -- You’re growing
stronger and more confident. Make
your move. Have an important
conversation. Advance to a new
personal level. Beat your best score.

Down
1 Yalta Conf. attendee
2 Mauna __ Observatory
3 Rainbow shape
4 Corporate acquisition
5 Drill parts
6 Like some directors’ editions
7 Car waiting at the airport, maybe
8 Lucy who voices Master Viper in
the “Kung Fu Panda” films
9 It might be opened in a bar
10 Sound of toasts
11 Walking, talking example
12 Hobbyist
13 Urge
18 USCG rank
21 Hybrid apparel
22 “Miracle Workers” (2019)
network
23 “Is it soup __?”
24 Fun-loving type
26 On the other hand
27 Geppetto’s goldfish
28 Angsty rock genre
33 Send-up
34 Burros
35 “That’s all __ wrote”
38 Spa treatment, for short
39 Drawn from various sources
40 Upper-bod muscle
41 Words of regret
44 Tyke on a trike
45 Where thunderheads form
50 Get away from
51 Skateboard stunt
52 Circus clown’s collection
53 “__ Dark Materials”: HBO
fantasy series
56 Code carrier
57 Animation frame
58 Distant
59 SweetWater Georgia Brown, e.g.
60 Alias letters
61 Sleep cycle
62 Put to use

of cost on local communities.
“It is tricky – but at the end of the
day it’s worth it, because these stories
need to see the light of day,” she said.
Timo said there is no comprehensive
data on how many historic cemeteries
there are in North Carolina.
“With 60 years of different styles of
record-keeping, it’s not very searchable
right now,” she said. “It’s not going to
reflect an accurate number of how
many historic cemeteries there are in
the state anyways.”
Sturkey, who has vocally criticized
UNC’s handling of the Silent Sam
controversy, said he doesn’t believe
discussions of the Barbee cemetery
come up among administration.
“But that’s part of a conscious
process that was decided 20-plus years
ago, or even longer, to always take the
tact of disappearing difficult histories
from our broader collective campus
history,” he said. “I guess you really can
erase history -- this is history that has
been erased, quite literally.”

Deadlines

Line Classified Ad Rates

To place a Line Classified Ad, go to www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252
Help Wanted
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Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 6 -- Consider both
emotion and reason. Make plans and
determinations using logic as well as
compassion. Intellect and intuition
agree. Rest and plot your course.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is an 8 -- Many hands make
light work; you can see what needs
to be done. Organize and coordinate
for shared ease. Share the load with
friends.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is an 8 -- You can handle a
professional test or challenge. The
solution seems obvious. Apply energy
and attention for excellent results.
You’ve got this.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 9 -- Enjoy an expansion
phase. Broaden your horizons with
educational discovery and travels.
Extend your area of influence. Make
long-distance connections. Explore
new terrain.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Negotiate favorable
terms. Propel a shared endeavor to
profitable reward. Support others
without nagging or complaints.
Collaborate and keep your share of
the bargain.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Partnership flowers
anew. Collaborative efforts yield
satisfying results. Provide a missing
link. Keep your promises and
deadlines. Support and encourage
each other.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 -- Nurture your health
and energy with good food, exercise
and rest. Healthy practices maintain
consistent physical performance. Aim
for endurance rather than speed.

Complete the
grid so each row,
column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.

© 2015 The Mepham Group. All rights reserved.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 -- Love inspires your
actions. Hold hands with someone
who makes your heart flutter.
Practice your arts and charms. Beauty
animates you. Dance away.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 -- Adapt your home
environment to your current
situation. Beautification projects
provide satisfying results. It’s
amazing the difference a coat of
paint can make.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 9 -- Get the word out
while communication channels are
wide open. Sign contracts, issue
statements and launch your book.
Share your story, invitation and
request.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 9 -- Lucrative results get
won through applied expertise and
disciplined action. Go for the gold!
Keep your objective in mind. Focus
and schedule carefully.
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Four-week paid leave is not enough

T

he Editorial Board
applauds UNC for
beginning to grant fourweek paid family leave beginning
in January, particularly for being
equitable in providing the benefit
to all staff, non-faculty and parttime workers.
Yet it’s dangerous to become
complacent in congratulations,
and the Board encourages the
University to extend their new paid
leave policy.
According to a 2012 study by the
Journal of Mental Health Policy
and Economics, having less than
eight weeks of paid maternal leave
is associated with increases in
depressive symptoms and a reduction
in overall health for mothers.
Women who have at least 12
weeks of paid parental leave
are also more likely to begin
breastfeeding their child and
continue breas tfeeding for 6
months, according to a study
published in the peer-reviewed
journal, Birth.

EDITORIAL

A 12-week paid leave program
wouldn’ t just help low-income
mothers stave off postpartum
depression and allow them to bond
with their infants; it would help the
local economy, especially for the
sake of gender parity.
Economists have found paid
l e av e p r o g r a m s i n c r e a s e t h e
probability that mothers return to
the workforce, working more hours
and earning higher wages.
The University is not alone in its
need to expand its paid leave policy.
The Town of Carrboro provides
a mere 240 hours of paid parental
leave. 10 days!
Carrboro Alderman Sammy
Slade told Chapelboro in 2017 the
policy was to help the town stay
competitive as an employer.
It ’s just asinine that being
compensated 240 hours after
giving birth to a living, breathing
human being is better than the
majority of employers’ benefits,
but it’s true.
As of 2019, only about 20 percent

KVETCHING BOARD
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opinion assistant editor and editor
and the editor-in-chief.

of private sector jobs provided some
form of paid parental leave, and
only eight states and the District
of Columbia have mandated paid
family leave.
The U.S. is the only developed
nation in the world that doesn’t
offer paid maternity leave. In an
International Labor Organization
analysis of 185 countries and
territories, only the U.S. and Papua
New Guinea do not offer cash
considerations to mothers during
maternity leave.
Britain, in comparison, offers 52
weeks of mostly paid leave.
If a society can be judged by
how it values children, then North
Carolina — and America as a whole
— has a horrendous reflection.
Worse than the Deke mirror at
2 a.m. you drunkenly stare in,
mascara smeared, clothes stained
in PJ, living it up in the “greatest
country in the world.”
And maybe America is, especially
if you have a real kink for being
so unconditionally dedicated to

New(ish) semester, same tired,
fed up, procrastinating me.

Davis bathrooms. That’s it. That’s
the complaint.

A full week of classes is NOT it,
chief.

The toxic masculinity in the SRC
is so suffocating I think I need an
inhaler.

In 2020, we’re going to stop pronouncing FAFSA as “FAS-FA.”
Shoutout to the He’s Not cup on
“The Bachelor” last night.
So when is N.C. State changing
it’s name to UNC-Raleigh?
Professors be having a Ph.D. but
don’t know how to open a PDF.
TRU needs gluten-free bread.
Brandon Robinson if you read
this I’m free on Thursday night
and would like to hang out.

China built a whole hospital
in 10 days, but UNC takes two
years to open a bus stop.
UNC will cry over basketball but
reach a settlement with white
supremacists — like homie
you’re worried about the wrong
court.
The only thing UNC did to “protect” its students after multiple
violent incidents was update the
Title IX posters in the bathrooms.
WHY CAN’T I FIND AN
INTERNSHIP?

Cosmic is going to deliver now,
and all I can say is thank you.

I hate it here.

individualism that it transcends
your own empathy.
When we’re afraid of illegal
immigrants stealing our jobs, we
lock their children in cages. When
we’re afraid of paying higher taxes,
we overlook millions of mothers
unable to afford staying home with
their newborns.
On the latter, we look to the
private sector for providing paid
family leave.
Maybe we forget businesses
are driven by profit rather than
aspirations of economic equity.
Or, we want to protect the wealthy
because we fantasize about
becoming rich, and we want to
protect our future selves.
Maybe we get so lost in letting
our work and our salary define
us that we forget being a mother
or father is the most important,
influential job of all — one that
lives and dies with us, and one that
everyone should be able to afford.
opinion@dailytarheel.com

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“I want to be clear that
we can hold space for
survivors while also
acknowledging that 4
young girls lost their 41
y.o. father in a tragic
accident.”
Jenn M. Jackson, Ph.D.
@JennMJack

FEATURED ONLINE
READER COMMENT

“It is hard to
argue that Twitter
isn’t the toilet of
the internet.”
Gordon Trenchard in response to
‘Editorial: Politcal activism or Twitter
slacktivism?’

A voting explainer for UNC students
EDITORIAL
In the words of Barack Obama,
“Don’t boo. Vote!” The primary
election is coming up, and voting
in Chapel Hill has historically been
a little bit confusing for students.
That said, we’ve put together
this brief guide to help you get to
the polls! You can find links to
resources in the online version of
this article.

O

n March 3, North
Carolina will vote in the
primary election for both
the Democratic and Republican
nominations for President.
In the run up to the election,
many electoral policies and
regulations have been changed or
are unclear.
The Editorial Board believes that
voting is imperative, especially in
such a crucial election cycle, and
thus we wanted to clear up a few
confusing things about the election
this year.

Polling place
In the past, UNC has been split
into multiple precincts, which
has caused a lot of confusion on
Election Day about where you are
supposed to vote. Luckily, this is no
longer the case.
As of this year, UNC has been
consolidated into one super
precinct, and all students will vote
at a single location on Election
Day, regardless of where you live
on campus.
The new polling place is the
Sonja Haynes Stone Center (150
South Rd).
No matter what residence hall
you live in, if you live on campus,
you will vote at the Stone Center
on Election Day. Student leaders
at UNC have been lobbying for this
change for some time now.
This only applies to students living
on UNC’s campus, not for those living
in off-campus apartments or houses.

“The Editorial Board
believes that voting is
imperative, especially
in such a crucial
election cycle ...”

Absentee ballots
If you’re not going to be at
home on Election Day, you can
still vote! You just need to request
an absentee ballot in advance of
Election Day.
To do this, you can fill out an
Absentee Ballot Request Form
from the N.C. Board of Elections
website and then mail it to your
county board of elections.
You must do this by Feb. 25
to receive an absentee ballot for
the March 3 primary elections.
Otherwise, you will not be able
to receive an absentee ballot, and
you will have to vote in person at
your precinct.

Early Voting
I f y o u w a n t t o av o i d l o n g
Election Day lines, vote early!
Voting early is easier than it has
been in the past. In particular, if
you are a currently unregistered
voter, you will be able to register
to vote when you go to the polls.
Ho w e v e r, i f y o u ’d l i k e t o
register in advance of the election,
the deadline to do so is Feb. 7.
Additionally, no photo ID will
be required to vote early (or on
election day) as a result of a 2019
court ruling.
Early voting will occur from Feb.
13-29 at any designated early voting
polling place, which are listed on
the Board of Elections website.
Early voting locations in the
Town of Chapel Hill include Chapel
of the Cross, Seymour Center and
University Mall.
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Old North
State stories:
The Battle of
Hayes Pond
COLUMN

Michael
Beauregard
is a sophomore
political science
major.

T

email: beaumd@
live.unc.edu

he 1950s were a time of
heightened racial animus
i n No r t h C a r o l i n a . A
movement against segregation and
inequality sprung up across the
state, with a reactionary element
taking offense to what they saw as a
destruction of traditions.
The 1954 Brown v. Board of
Education decision ordering an end
to school segregation played no small
part in reigniting the seemingly dying
embers of the Ku Klux Klan, and it
once again began to terrorize minority
communities throughout the state.
During this era, a Klan organizer by
the name of James W. “Catfish” Cole
had become incensed by the federal
recognition of Robeson County’s
substantial Lumbee population as a
tribe, as well as reports that interracial
dating was occurring in the area.
His men engaged in a harassment
campaign, burning crosses on the
property of local American Indians
(whom he referred to as “halfbreeds”) in an effort to scare them
out of the region. They would also
organize caravans of Klansmen
that snaked through American
Indian communities.
In early January 1958, Cole went
a step further: he called for the
organization of a rally “in the heart of
that mongrelized Indian territory.” The
local American Indian population was
not amused, to say the least. They were
further atomized when Klansmen
drove through the streets of Robeson
County to announce the rally, and
propagandize against the Lumbee.
Tribe member and decorated
World War II veteran Simeon
Oxendine and his fellow Lumbee
began to formulate plans on how to
fight back against the Klan.
On the evening of Jan. 18, 1958, Cole
began to address a crowd of around 50
to 100 Klansmen. However, a militia
of hundreds of Lumbee, Tuscarora,
Cohaire and other American Indians
— some of whom were active duty
troops stationed at Fort Bragg — soon
encircled the Klan, using the darkness
of night as a cover.
As the rally began, the local sheriff
pleaded with Cole not to hold the rally,
but Cole was adamant. The Klansmen
were to rally.
A n A m e r i c a n In d i a n f r o m
Pembroke named Sanford Locklear
eventually began to argue with Cole,
and during the argument, a shotgun
blast destroyed the floodlight the
Klan was using. This ignited a charge
by the militia, who fired their rifles
and shotguns into the air, scattering
the Klansmen.
Police entered the field, arresting
one Klansman for public drunkenness,
and pushing the rest to leave Robeson
County. The militiamen began to sift
through what the Klansmen had left
behind, parading through nearby
Maxton with their spoils and lighting
them in a bonfire.
Nobody died at what would one
day be referred to the Battle of Hayes
Pond. North Carolina’s then-governor
Luther Hodges condemned the Klan,
and Cole was eventually jailed for
inciting a riot.
In a time where the Klan seemed
almost omnipotent and their power
unmatchable, the American Indians of
Robeson County swiftly and effectively
showed them the door. As the Klan’s
power began to once again recede in
the following decades, the people of
Robeson County could proudly say
that they played a part in taking it
down at the Battle of Hayes Pond.

